Abstract: This article presents a new numerical method to solve transient line contact elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) problems. A high-order discontinuous Galerkin (DG) finite element method is used for the spatial discretization, and the standard Crank -Nicolson method is employed to approximate the time derivative. An h-adaptivity method is used for grid adaptation with the time-stepping, and the penalty method is employed to handle the cavitation condition. The roughness model employed here is a simple indentation, which is located on the upper surface. Numerical results are presented comparing the DG method to standard finite difference (FD) techniques. It is shown that micro-EHL features are captured with far fewer degrees of freedom than when using low-order FD methods.
INTRODUCTION
Elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) problems have been studied for many years and many numerical methods have been introduced to solve them [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . However, most of these methods are based on low-order schemes and much of the algorithmic development behind them has focused on obtaining accuracy through the use of large numbers of discretization points by improving the efficiency and stability of the solvers used. In this work, improved accuracy is sought by the use of a higher order spatial representation of the solution. With this in mind, a relatively recent numerical method, discontinuous Galerkin (DG) finite elements [9] , was introduced by the authors in reference [10] to solve steadystate EHL problems. This method was shown to produce highly accurate numerical solutions with relatively few degrees of freedom. In this article, the high-order DG method is generalized to solve transient line-contact problems, combined with the Crank -Nicolson time discretization [11] .
The resulting numerical simulations capture far greater detail in the pressure profile than has been previously observed with such a small number of degrees of freedom.
This article is organized as follows. In this section, a brief introduction of numerical methods for EHL problems is given. Section 2 begins with the governing equations for a non-dimensionalized 1D transient EHL problem. A description of the high-order DG spatial discretization and Crank -Nicolson time-stepping follows. To reduce the computational expense, a spatial adaptivity method is also introduced in this section. Numerical results are given in section 3. Finally, the main conclusions of this article are summarized in section 4.
EHL problems
To reduce the power loss caused by friction, a lubricant is used to separate the contacting elements in most modern machines. An important effect that often occurs during this separation is EHL. EHL problems are characterized by the significant elastic deformation of the contacting surfaces and the dramatic increase in the viscosity of the lubricant with increasing pressure [12] .
After several significant breakthroughs [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , EHL contact problems for perfectly smooth surfaces are now relatively well understood. In 1951, Petrusevich [12] obtained the first numerical solution of the steady-state line-contact problem containing all the main features of EHL solutions. In his results, the second maximum in the pressure profile was first obtained, which is now referred to as 'the Petrusevich spike' or 'the pressure spike', and a corresponding dip in film thickness was also observed. With more robust numerical methods [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , more accurate numerical solutions of steady-state EHL contact problems have been presented. Consequently, precise solutions for a wide range of loaded cases can be obtained using numerical methods.
However, in practice, the contacting surfaces will not be perfectly smooth. As a result, the roughness on the surfaces should be taken into account. Furthermore, a transient analysis is required as the roughness in the contact will vary because of the moving surfaces. This is generally referred to as a micro-EHL contact problem [11, 13] . For theoretical analysis, artificial roughness models (such as indentation or waviness) [13] are usually adopted. In some situations, real roughness can also be handled using numerical methods [11] . Numerical results show that the roughness can strongly affect the pressure distribution and the film thickness profile and that the transient solutions might, therefore, be significantly different from their steady-state counterparts. It follows that transient analysis is of great importance to approach reliable numerical predictions of the real behaviour of the lubricant.
Numerical methods for EHL
A significant breakthrough that has possibly done more than any other to improve the efficiency and robustness of EHL solvers in recent years is the application of the multigrid method. It is able to accelerate the convergence of solution algorithms significantly because it is effective at eliminating both high-frequency and low-frequency error components by using a sequence of grids. Multigrid was first applied to EHL problems by Lubrecht et al. [6] , combined with Gauss -Seidel relaxation. Furthermore, a multilevel multi-integration algorithm was developed for the fast calculation of the film thickness [1, 7] . Venner [7, 8] and Nurgat et al. [14] introduced new relaxation methods, which make the multigrid method more robust. Both methods can handle a large range of loaded cases and make it possible to obtain accurate numerical solutions using many grid points. As the multilevel techniques can significantly accelerate the computation, it is also possible to obtain transient solutions in a relatively short time [13] .
Prior to the wide spread use of multilevel solvers, a popular approach for the stable solution of highly loaded problems was the inverse method [2 -4] . The Reynolds equation is used to calculate the film thickness from a given pressure profile, which is then updated on the basis of the difference between this thickness and that calculated from the film thickness equation. It turns out, however, that the inverse method is only suitable for highly loaded cases and is not sufficiently robust to solve a wide range of EHL problems. Furthermore, the application of the inverse method to rough contact problems is challenging as the inverse pressure is calculated on the basis of the difference between the hydrodynamic film thickness and the elastic film thickness, which is not sensitive to any local change in pressure. Another well-known method is the Newton -Raphson approach in which the Reynolds equation is linearized and the resulting Jacobian matrix, which consists of the derivatives of all discrete equations with respect to all variables, is used to update the solution. One significant advantage is that a converged solution is obtained quickly. However, a good initial guess is required and the implementation of the cavitation condition is rather complex. On the basis of this, a coupled method [15, 16] was introduced to improve the relaxation robustness. Instead of calculating the film thickness and the pressure in separate stages, the discrete Reynolds equation and the discrete film thickness equation are coupled into one discrete system and both the pressure and the film thickness are treated as active variables and updated simultaneously. To simplify the resulting discrete system, the differential deflection method [17] was introduced to relate the pressure and deflection in an alternative differential form.
For all of the earlier-mentioned relaxation methods, the most widely used spatial discretization is the finite difference (FD) method. As an alternative, the continuous spatial finite element method has also been successfully applied to solve incompressible EHL problems [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . However, experiences of applying traditional, continuous finite element methods to the compressible Reynolds equation, especially with higher than first-order elements [16] , have tended to yield unphysical oscillatory pressure profiles in the contact region. In the following section, a discontinuous finite element discretization is introduced to overcome this difficulty.
HIGH-ORDER DG FOR EHL
The key features of an EHL solution can be captured using the numerical methods previously discussed, such as the low pressure inlet region, a rapid rise in pressure through the centre of the contact, typically reaching the giga-Pascal range, a cavitation boundary in the outflow, and a sharp pressure spike past the centre of the contact, towards the outflow. It has been shown that if this spike is not resolved sufficiently accurately, then the calculated friction can be inaccurate [25] . However, all of the widely used numerical algorithms are low-order schemes. Consequently, the only available option to improve accuracy is to increase the number of grid points, which increases the computational expense. As an alternative to these low-order methods, a high-order DG method has been introduced to solve steady-state EHL line-contact problems in reference [10] . Numerical experiments show that this method is stable across a wide range of loads and permits accurate solutions using a relatively small number of degrees of freedom, provided suitable grids are used.
In this article, this high-order DG method is extended to the solution of transient line-contact problems. An automatic h-adaptivity method is introduced to improve the accuracy, and a penalty method, first introduced by Wu [24] , is employed to handle the cavitation boundary. The accuracy of this high-order DG method allows very detailed features of the transient line-contact problem, which is considered, to be captured and these are reported in section 3.
Governing equations
In reference [7] , a dimensionless mathematical model of an isothermal EHL line-contact problem is presented. This consists of three equations: the Reynolds equation, the film thickness equation, and the force balance equation. The Reynolds equation reads
where 1 ¼ rH 3 =hl, P(X) and H(X) are the unknown pressure and film thickness, r(P) and h(P) are the density and viscosity, and l is a dimensionless speed parameter.
The elasticity and the roughness are included through the film thickness equation, which defines the contact geometry for a given pressure solution
where H 00 is the central offset film thickness and the integral describes the elastic deformation. R(X, T ) describes the surface roughness. In this work, the same dimensionless model of the roughness is adopted as was used by Venner and Lubrecht in reference [13] R(X , T ) ¼ a10
where a ¼ 20.11 is the amplitude. At time T, the position of the centre of the dent X d is given by
where X s denotes the position of the dent at T ¼ 0 and u 2 and u s are the velocity of the upper surface, which is indented, and the sum velocity, respectively. For all of the calculations described in this article, u 2 /u s ¼ 0.25. Hence some sliding behaviour is implied.
The force balance equation is a conservation law for the applied load, given by
The lubricant rheology is also highly non-linear in pressure. In this work, the viscosity -pressure relationship of Roelands [26] has been used
where z ¼ 0.6 is the viscosity index, a ¼ 2:165 Â 10
À8
is the pressure viscosity index, and p 0 ¼ 1:98 Â 10 8 is the ambient pressure. The density model of Dowson and Higginson in reference [27] is used to describe the compressibility of the lubricant
where p h is the maximum Hertzian pressure.
For physical reasons, all pressures should be larger than or equal to the vapour pressure of the lubricant (zero). However, the Reynolds equation allows the pressure in the outlet region to decrease without limit, if the outlet boundary X outlet is far enough from the contact region. Consequently, the outlet boundary is, therefore, treated as a free boundary. The boundary conditions are
where X inlet denotes the inlet boundary position, located far enough from the contact region to approximate an infinite upstream boundary.
Spatial discretization
Let V h be a partition of the domain V ¼ ½ X inlet , X outlet into N elements. Let G int ¼ <G ef denote internal interfaces between elements, where G ef is the grid point separating elements e and f. The jump of a function v on the element interface G ef is defined as
and the average
In each element e, P is approximated in the following form
where p e is the order of the approximating polynomial, u i e are the unknown coefficients and N i e (X) are the local finite element basis functions that belong to a finite element space V. As discussed in reference [10] , the steady-state 1D Reynolds equation can be discretized into the following form using Oden's DG scheme [9] 
where
and
In the previous equations
This provides sufficient upwinding to ensure a stable solution [9] .
As discussed in reference [10] for a given pressure distribution, the film thickness may be calculated as follows
where the K i e (X) are defined by
where K i e (X) is estimated using numerical integration: for X [ e, singular quadrature [28] is employed as lnjX 2 X 0 j has a weak singularity at X 0 ¼ X; elsewhere, Gaussian quadrature is satisfactory.
The force balance equation is discretized according to
Penalty method
A grid-moving method has been used by the authors to capture the cavitation position in reference [10] for line-contact problems, which can give a very accurate cavitation position. However, it slows down the convergence as it is necessary to keep moving the grid to find the cavitation position, and the accuracy of the initial guess of the cavitation position can strongly affect the convergence speed. In this work, the penalty method [24] is employed to handle the cavitation condition, which significantly simplifies the treatment of the free boundary, which is of course transient for time-dependent problems. The Penalty method was introduced by Wu [24] in 1986 and was successfully applied to the non-linear EHL Reynolds -Hertz problem to handle the free boundary. Instead of finding the exact cavitation position [10] , the penalty method treats the cavitation condition weakly, which simplifies the numerical scheme. By introducing an exterior penalty term, the following non-linear system should now be solved instead of equation (12) 
where d is an arbitrary positive number (d ¼ 1.0 Â 10 27 here)
Note that the penalty term 1/d kP 2 , vl has no effect where P 5 0. However, in the outlet region, where P , 0, the penalty term dominates equation (19) , provided that d is sufficiently small. In this case, the negative pressures are forced to be zero by the presence of the penalty term in this modified weak form. From an implementation point of view, the only modification required is to take account of the penalty term when discretizing the Reynolds equation. The physical constraint that P 5 0 over the entire computational domain is then satisfied automatically and the cavitation position is located at the least value of X for which P(X) ¼ 0.
Using equation (11) , the steady-state equation (19) can be written in the general non-linear form [10] 
Temporal discretization
Using the Crank -Nicolson method [11] and the DG spatial discretization (19) , the 1D transient Reynolds equation is discretized to be
where u ¼ 0.5 here. Reorganizing the earlier equations, yields the following discrete form
To simplify the notation, using equation (11), the previous system is rewritten as
where L is given by equation (21),
T , and
T þDT (26) are the unknown pressure coefficients. Similar to the non-linear smoother introduced in reference [10] , the following relaxation method is used for the iterative solver at each time step in this article (27) where R T þDT is the numerical residual and the Jacobian, (@L(u T þDT )=@u T þDT ), is approximated by
Both (@C(u T þDT )=@u T þDT ) and (@b(u T þDT )=@u T þDT ) are full as the film thickness at any position depends on all pressures.
Adaptivity
The finite element functions, N i e , used in this work are the hierarchical basis functions described in reference [29] . Specifically, in the reference element (21 4 j 4 1), the basis functions are defined as follows
where p is the polynomial degree of the elements and f j is defined in terms of the Legendre polynomial P j21
The basis functions N 1 and N 2 are called nodal shape functions or external modes. The basis functions N i , i ¼ 3, 4, . . ., p þ 1 are called internal shape functions or internal bubble modes. The bubble modes can be viewed as corrections to the nodal shape functions, which can improve the accuracy of the solution on the current element. Numerical experiments suggest that the high-order coefficients u i e , corresponding to the higher order basis functions, are usually very small when an accurate, converged solution is obtained. When the local order of the basis functions is not high enough, or the local mesh is not fine enough, these high-order coefficients are relatively large and the resulting solution is not sufficiently accurate. On the basis of the aforementioned property of the basis functions, an hadaptivity method has been implemented, by which the grid is adjusted during the computation to ensure the accuracy of the solution at every time step. Note that in this article, the same order is used over the entire domain, however, more generality is easily possible.
The basic principle behind the adaptivity is summarized as follows.
1. Refine any element on which the solution has too large a contribution from the highest order basis functions. A small tolerance Tol refine is chosen, such that if either of the last two high-order coefficients (u e p e and u e p e þ1 ) is greater than Tol refine , then the element e is divided into two equally sized smaller elements. 2. Agglomerate two neighbouring elements to be a larger one if the local solution is sufficiently smooth. Here, each pair of neighbouring elements (for example e and e þ 1), is agglomerated into a larger trial element E, and the local solution is interpolated onto the trial element. If both the coefficients u E p E and u E p Eþ1 are less than another tolerance Tol coarsen , Tol refine , then, take E as the new local mesh element to replace e and e þ 1. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the refinement and coarsening operations. Note that, in principle, it is possible to constrain the mesh adaptivity to ensure that no two neighbouring elements differ in size by more than a predetermined ratio. This has not been found to be necessary for the onedimensional examples reported in this work. However, it is a relatively straightforward constraint to impose. When undertaking refinement, it is necessary to check the size of the neighbouring elements and also mark them for refinement if they are too large. Similarly, when coarsening a mesh, it is necessary to begin with the smallest elements and check that their neighbours are not too small to prevent the constraint from being violated: if the neighbours are too small, then the coarsening is not undertaken.
Overall solution procedure
A sequence of numerical solutions at different time steps are calculated as follows.
1. At the start, the dent is located far from the contact region. The steady-state solution at T ¼ 0 is used as the initial solution. Then for each time step, repeat steps 2 -5 as given subsequently. 2. Choose u T þDT ¼ u T as initial guess. 3. Update u T þDT by using equation (27) repeatedly until convergence to an intermediate tolerance. 4 . Check if the grid needs to be adapted. If yes, go to step 3 after generating the new grid according to the h-adaptivity method discussed earlier and transferring both u T þDT and u T onto the new grid. 5. Update u T þDT by using equation (27) repeatedly until convergence to a final tolerance.
Note that it is necessary to check the degree of smoothness for both u T þDT and u T on the local trial element when determining whether to coarsen the local mesh. The local mesh is coarsened only if both of the local solutions at T and T þ DT are sufficiently smooth.
Fig. 1 H-adaptivity

NUMERICAL RESULTS
Note that a comparison of the DG method against standard FD results, with very fine computational grids, is presented for steady-state problems in reference [10] . Hence, such a comparison is not repeated here. Instead, the focus is on the solution of a challenging transient model problem using the DG scheme and demonstrates that it is capable of resolving details of the solution that are not so easily captured by a more traditional FD scheme with a similar number of degrees of freedom.
In this section, the new numerical scheme for compressible EHL is therefore used to investigate the influence of a dent on the upper surface on the pressure and the film thickness under certain conditions. In standard Dowson and Higginson notation, the case solved here is specified by the non-dimensional quantities, U ¼ 0.15
24 , and G ¼ 4942 [7] . The computational domain is [25.0, 1.5]. The roughness model used is given by equation (3) .
When T ¼ 0, where X d ¼ 22.0 (relatively far from the contact centre), the pressure and film thickness, depicted on the left in Fig. 2 , are quite similar to the steady-state solution of the smooth contact. A detailed view of the pressure spike captured by DG and FD is shown in Fig. 2(b) . Note that the FD solutions for which the grid points are equally spaced converge towards the DG solution ( p e ¼ 8 everywhere, 37 elements and 333 unknowns in total) with increasing number of grid points. Indeed, it is seen that the DG method resolves the pressure spike more accurately than FD, as in reference [10] . Furthermore, when the DG method is applied with even higher degree approximating polynomials (e.g. p e ¼ 10), the steady-state initial solution obtained is virtually identical to that shown in Fig. 2 , suggesting that p e ¼ 8 provides sufficient accuracy for this problem. Figure 3 shows a sequence of solutions with the dent moving. Note that in Fig. 3(b) a new pressure spike is captured (at approximately X ¼ 20.9), which is caused by the roughness. This becomes sharper and then begins to disappear in Fig. 3(c) . After the dent passes the contact centre, this spike grows up again (Figs 3(d) and (e) ). When the dent centre arrives at the 'Petrusevich Spike' region, the combination of the roughness and the film thickness dip produces a much sharper pressure spike (Fig. 3(f ) ).
At each time step, the number of elements remains no more than 60, as h-adaptivity is employed. As p e ¼ 8 everywhere, the total number of degrees of freedom never exceeds 540. It should be noted, however, that the time step has to be quite small (DT ¼ 0.001 when the pressure profile is relatively smooth and DT ¼ 0.0001 when the sharp spike appears and small elements are required to resolve it). Other DG simulations have been carried out using different time steps and different order basis functions and in each case, provided that p e is sufficiently large and the time step is sufficiently small, the qualitative features of the solution are unchanged. In particular, the pressure spike that is caused by the roughness is evident in all of these simulations and does not appear to be a numerical artefact.
To further illustrate the potential of this method, results are also included when computed using the standard multilevel FD scheme [5, 7] on a moderately sized grid of 1025 points. Figure 4 shows the history of the pressure spike caused by the roughness, which has not been captured by the multilevel FD method. Note that there is no spike in Fig. 4(a) when X d ¼ 20.9, but the roughness has significantly affected the pressure profile. From Figs 4(b) to (f), the spike has been clearly captured by the DG method and completely missed by the FD method. It should be noted that elsewhere in the domain there is a good agreement between the two solutions. Fig. 2 Non-dimensional pressure and film thickness when X d ¼ 22.0 [10] has been extended to solve transient line-contact EHL problems. Here, the efficiency of the implementation of the DG solver has not been considered, by the potential use of multilevel multiintegration, for example [1, 7] . The work presented in this article should, therefore, be viewed as provisional results, which are indicative of the potential of the DG method for transient EHL problems rather than a well-tuned algorithm and implementation. Fig. 4 Comparison of the fine details of the pressure computed via the new DG method and using the standard multi-level FD solver on a mesh of 1025 points Due to the high accuracy of the DG method and its flexibility in adaptivity, it is shown that additional details of the solution may be captured and compared to the traditional FD method. Particularly, because of the roughness profile, a micro-EHL pressure spike has been captured in addition to the well-known 'Petrusevich Spike' using less than 540 degrees of freedom.
The employment of the penalty method makes it simple to handle the cavitation condition. Note that the DG approach may also be applied in conjunction with other numerical schemes for treating the free boundary, e.g. [10] , or possibly even with fundamentally different numerical approaches, such as the coupled method [15, 16] . One particular advantage of the penalty method, used to treat the free boundary here, is that it extends naturally to point contact problems in two dimensions. Currently, work is in progress on the solution of point-contact problems, using p-multigrid [30] to accelerate the convergence. In this case, the calculation of the elastic deformation is far more expensive than in 1D, hence, some form of fast multilevel multi-integration must be implemented. The use of adaptive time-stepping [31] will also be essential for transient point-contact problems.
